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Suzanne Preston Blier 

V O D U N  A R T ,  S O C I A L  H I S T O R Y  A N D  

T H E  S L A V E  T R A D E  

A man without force is without the essential dignity of humanity. 
(Frederick Douglass, Life and Times) 

To have seen a covmtry is not the same as to have lived it. 
[Edume kpokpo a, me edume yiyi o] 

(Gen proverb) 

BETWEEN 1710 AND 18 LO over a million slaves (principally of Fon,Aja,Nago, 
Mahi, Ayizo, and Gedevi descent) were exported on English, Erench, and Portuguese 

vessels out of the Bight of Benin and what was then called the Slave Coast of Africa (Curtin 
1969: 228; Manning 1982: 33S). This trade, which continued from the region in varying 
degrees through the end of the nineteenth century, contributed to one of the greatest inter
continental migrations in world history (Curtin 1967; Polanyi 1966; Law 1991). Many of 
those who were sent from this area were brought to Brazil and various Ceuibbean islands. The 
slave trade had dire consequences not only for the men and women who crossed the Atlantic 
but also for many of those who remained in Africa. In the kingdom of Danhome the acquisi
tion and trading of slaves had assumed dimensions of a national industry. To a large extent, 
the Danhome state economy was based upon annual raids and military expeditions against 
neighboring groups and villages, the primary purpose of which was to capture men, and to a 
lesser extent women and children, who could be sold for profit. 

In the course of these campaigns, which often took place soon after harvest, many people 
lost their lives immediately in confrontations with the Danhome troops; others lost their 
freedom, homelands, and dignity when they were taken prisoner and were brought to the 
Danhome capital, where they were either sold into slavery or were kept as prisoners, later to 
be killed in state ceremonies or forced into involimtary life-long servitude in the state mihtia, 
court harems, plantation labor groups, or households of the governing ehte. 

Those fortunate enough to flee the advancing Danhome armies also suffered greatly. 
Most returned to their homes to find their farms burned, their grancu-ies emptied, their 
animals stolen, or slaughtered, and their houses and temples destroyed. For them the answer 
often was further flight and hiding. With the famines that often followed, medical problems. 
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infertility, and high infant mortahty were rampant (see Manning 1982). The prime targets of 
the slave raids, primarily young men, were precisely the ones who would have been essential 
in providing the labor needed to rebuild and sustain the commimity. Without them, survival 
was tenuous. Although the situation often was dire, it would have been intolerable without a 
viable means of both comprehending and coping with the difficult conditions. This included 
the prominent use of fcodo and bo. No matter what the misfortune, works of this type provided 
a means of personal and social response to the attendant problems or concerns. 

The physical and psychological suffering experienced by persons living in (or near) the 
Danhome state during the period of international slavery was not to any degree dissipated 
when the slave trade was outlawed by European states in the nineteenth century. Coinciding 
with this ban was a new European demsind for palm oil to he used in the industrial production 
of soap. This need was accompanied by the setting up of large oil palm plantations in 
Africa. In Danhome these plantations were worked by slaves overseen by the kings and 
other powerful persons. The slaves were obtained, as before, through warfare and raids. 
Thus at the same time that European states sought to end the horrors of international 
slavery, they simultaneously encouraged the acquisition and extensive use of slave labor 
within Africa for palm oil production. The social impact of this economic change was 
great, for by 1900 fully one-quarter to one-third of the population in the Danhome area were 
first- or second-generation slaves, many of whom were working on plantations (Manning 
1982: 192). 

With the French conquest of Danhome in 1894, the difficult conditions of rural peoples 
appear to have been little improved. Although the French were able to enforce a cessation of 
the slave raids that had been used to acquire plantation labor, colonial officials to a large 
degree reinforced and gave legitimacy to essential conditions of the past by allowing princes 
and newly appointed cercle chiefs to retain control over many of their former slaves and the 
lands they worked. As late as the 1930s, when Flerskovits, along with several members of the 
Danhome aristocracy, visited a village of slave descendants, the latter showed clear indica
tions of fear and discomfort (Herskovits 1967, 1: 103—4; Blier 1988: 140). As Patrick 
Manning points out in reference to the above incident (1982: 192), "The heritage of slavery 
in this region where slavery and slave trade were so much a part of life for centuries is deeply 

and subtly ingrained." 
The fundamental links between individual disempowerment and emotional expressions 

thereof find ample evidence in hocio. Often bound tightly in cords, these works evoke 
the image of a prisoner. They suggest what the Fon call kannumon, "thing belonging [in] 
cords," i.e., the enslaved person. Such individuals, themselves signifiers of personal demise, 
were potent reminders of the disturbing effects of war, poverty, insecurity, and loss 
of freedom. As Ahanhanzo Glele, a descendant of the powerful nineteenth-century ruler 
King Glele, notes (1974: 158): "The kannumon came from several sources: regular wars 
(war prisoners), commerce (individuals bought from Hausa, Bariha, and Nago merchants), 
the ravaging of populations not under Agbome domination, and generally poor people in the 
state of dependence." 

The prominence of cords and binding in commoner hocio traditions is a poignant refer
ence to the trauma which resulted from state-induced or supported violence. If slaves, 
ex-slaves, and the m£iny others who were fearful of enslavement suggest what W.B. Friedman 
(1956: 175) calls potent "bimdles of power," hocio can he said to represent these bundles in 
manifestly visual ways. Bocio arts, I maintain, were not merely intended to be reflections of 
violence and danger, but rather were thought to offer important strategies for responding 
to the difficult social conditions in which people found themselves at this time. These sculp
tures were not indifferent or adiaphoric to the sufferer's plight, hut served as a means of 
readdressing wrongs and dissipating attendant anxiety. 
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Yet resolution of individual and social tension represents but one aspect of each sculp
ture's textual meaning, for these works also are provocative signifiers of the danger of leaving 
difficulties unresolved. Such works offered a way of both accepting and refusing the negative 
by helping their users to objectify conflict and to "think-through-terror," as Taussig would say 
(1987: S). As Marcuse suggests (1978: 9), art provides one with a way of uttering what 
is otherwise unutterable, allowing one to escape from one's bondage however defined. 
Bocio through this means enabled area residents to gain a certain sense of control over the 
sometimes grave social, political, and physical conditions around them. 

In several impassioned books on the difficulties of coloniaUsm in Algeria, psychiatrist Frantz 
Fanon has argued (1968) that the psychological ills suffered by Algerians during their war for 
independence often were attributable to the horrors of the political situation in which they 
found themselves. In both precolonial and postcolonial Danhome, many inhabitants also suffered 
from various forms of psychological trauma. Bocio functioned in a certain sense as cotmterfoils 
and complements to such problems, responses to what Chfford Geertz discussed (1983: SS—70) 
in terms of psychopathology encom-aged by social disorder. The visual power of bocio objects 
reveal in key respects the social and personal impact of such insecurity and disempowerment. 
This is an art in which a full range of anxieties is manifestly felt. And in so far as anxiety derives 
from the feeUng of helplessness that fear evokes, bocio help to reheve related concerns in the face 
of life's lesser and greater traumas. Works of this sort no doubt were made and used prior to the 
slave trade. Indeed the specific problems which these works are commissioned to address 
include a range of personal and familial concerns which sometimes had httle relation to war or 
slavery. None the less, these sculptures appear to have assmned special poignancy and meaning 
in the area owing to the often difficult circumstances promoted by the slave trade. Related 
images express what Marcuse calls (1978: 19—20) a "consciousness of crisis" (Krisenbewusstsein). 

The power of bocio counteraesthetics 

Questions of the social and psychological grounding of bocio arts are addressed in provocative 
ways in the potent aesthetic concerns which they define. Bocio aesthetic criteria accordingly 
offer a unique ground against which to explore questions of art, power, and expression 
generally. Perhaps not surprising in light of the above discussion of poHtical difference and 
distance, bocio aesthetic signification is closely bound up with societal (and countersocietal) 
values such as dissonance, force, destruction, decay, and danger. Bocio arts, as we will see, 
express not only an aesthetic of negativity, but also what Kristeva callsJfappe or shock. 

With these works, as in any art corpus identified so closely with social and psychological 
expression the aesthetic criteria used in sculptm-al evaluation are complex. The "strong" 
object, explains Sagbadju (7.1.86), "is not something of beauty." Ayido observes similarly 
(S. 2.86) that "one does not need to carve a sculpture so that it is attractive in order to have it 
work." In art as in life, two terms are employed by the Fon to indicate general attractiveness: 
aco and dckpe. The former refers to things which are ornamental, delicate, refined, decora
tive, dressed, and tidy, and the latter designates ideas of beauty, elegance, and attractiveness 
generally. The vast majority of commoner bocio clearly stand out in marked contrast to these 
two aesthetic ideals. These sculptures are not ornamental, refined, elegant, or attractive in 
any standard sense of the words. Nor do these figures conform to the variant secondary 
aesthetic criteria that are said by Fon artists to be important to them in evaluating beauty in 
sculptural form. The latter include qualities such as youthfulness {4ekpe—beauty in Fon is 
synonymous with youth), smoothness (cjidi), completeness (bisese), and correctness (pepc). 
As we have seen within commoner bocio, there also is little to suggest youthful grace, surface 
polish, a sense of finish, or exacting anatomical detail. 
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These lacks are all the more striking in view of the strong emphasis in the kingly bocio arts 
which is given to refined features and attributes which are elegant, ornamental, polished, and 
exacting in form. Thus whereas Fon royal bocio arts conform in essential ways to local beauty 
criteria, commoner works emphasize counteraesthetic, even antiaesthetic values and features 
of ugliness. The counteraesthetics of commoner bocio arts are of considerable interest in this 
light because they constitute in essence the aesthetic of choice of the subaltern groups living 
in this area—the rural residents, nonroyals, and those generally suffering from the effects of 
disempowerment. 

What is suggested here is that artists of commoner bocio, aware of the diminished polit
ical statuses of their patrons, to some extent reified the latter's positions by emphasizing 
certain counteraesthetic features in their arts. The two Fon terms used to indicate a negation 
or lack of beauty, magnon (which also signifies "ignorant" and "imschooled") and gnlan kan 
(designating "bad" or "beastly"—literally "bad cord"), suggest a complementary emphasis on 
attributes perceived to be rural or outside the encultured mainstream, as defined by the elite. 
The artists, activators, and users of commoner bocio, by intentionally avoiding qualities asso
ciated with beauty and refinement in royal art contexts, promoted status difference through 
privileging antithetical forms of aesthetic expression. While associated concerns were never 
discussed by local artists or bocio users, the visual differences between commoner and royal 
bocio aesthetic expression are striking. 

Secondary aesthetic criteria employed to designate the lack or negation of beauty 
(magnon and gnlan kan) underscore these status differences in interesting ways. One feature 
said to characterize works showing a lack or negation of beauty is messiness (gudu gudu: disor
derly, piggish, mixed up, troubled; from gu, designating things which are spoiled, corrupted, 
inutile, wasted, or negated). Commoner bocio, in conforming to this counteraesthetic of 
messiness and disorder, may in some way be seen to complement the confusion and disorder 
that defined many of their users' lives. In local divination sessions in which commoner bocio 
are discussed, these concerns come up with considerable frequency. 

Three other values said to characterize commoner bocio counteraesthetics also have 
important sociopolitical and psychological complements. These include fury (adan), strength 
(sien, "resistant," "solid"), and force (hlon hlon). Associated qualities are revealed most impor
tantly in audience responses to bocio . . . Like gudu, "disorderly," the above also offer insight 
into bocio signification. Accordingly, adanwato, "father of fury," is the term frequently used to 
describe powerful people in the community who are able to bring their influence to bear on 
others living around them. . . . Each bocio serves similarly as an "object of fury," something 
which accords its users considerable power. Ancillary meanings of the term adan, the most 
important of which are audaciousness, anger, intrepidness, hardness, courage, coerciveness, 
and scolding (Segurola 1963: 4), also are of interest. In their roles as aggressive and protec
tive forces, bocio display similar values. Supplemental associations of the Fon term hlon hlon 
("force") carry provocative secondary meanings as well, in this case, of violence, vengeance, 
and vindictiveness (Segurola 1963: 227). These attributes complement at once the some
times embattled social and political contexts in which such objects are made and the force 
that is thought to be necessary to counter danger and difficulties that lie in life's path. 

The selection of bocio materials for their physical and metaphoric strength and the 
emphasis in these works on knotting and tying suggest in turn the strength (sien) which these 
objects are intended to express through their forms and functioning. The prominent use of 
raffia cord, with its characteristic solidity and resistance, is significant too, for comparable 
strength is essential to bocio roles in turning away danger and discord from their various 
owners. Appropriately ancillary meanings of the counteraesthetic term sien designate things 
which are courageous, insistent, secure, resistant, persevering, tenacious, forceful, severe, 
opinionated, hardheaded, and hardened (Segurola 1963: 471). Similar qualities are vital to 
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bocio in their roles in helping one to survive or better one's condition in life. Seeing these and 
related visual properties within sculptural form no doubt gave local viewers a sense of assur
ance and security in the face of various difficulties. Through emphasizing aesthetics of shock 
which in various ways privilege conflict, contradiction, chaos, obscurity, mystery, and brute 
force, these works convey an emotional energy of considerable potency. 
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